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Abstract

Sensors are the fundamental units for ubiquitous computing applications and

the key to the popularity of ambient intelligence as an active field of research.

Modern sensor architectures do not merely exhibit sensing abilities, they

also have increased processing and communication capabilities and most

importantly, their volume can be smaller than the size of a coin. Localization

is a requirement for most smart applications.

The purpose of our work is to provide a localization method, built to

operate on sensors without the need for external infrastructure, excessive

hardware or great resource consumption. We achieve localization by having

each node produce an audible sound pulse while the rest of the nodes are

sensing the audio frequency spectrum. All listeners capture timestamps in

a global synchronized timescale at the reception of the sound and we calcu-

late sound time of flight for each one of them by subtracting the sounder’s

timestamp from each listener’s timestamp. We then use sound time of flight

measurements so as to estimate distance from the sounder. The focus of

our work is (a) on high accuracy clock synchronization and (b) on sound

detection for range estimation. In order to provide nodes with synchronized

clocks, we have implemented a synchronization protocol operating on MAC-

Layer that does not introduce significant communication cost. We demon-

strate through simultaneously raising interrupts to the network nodes that

our synchronization mechanism guarantees average synchronization preci-

sion of 4µs. We also present a technique for efficient sound detection that
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does not require excessive resources and results in consistent detection in a

range of environments. Our experiments reveal that localization is possible

to be performed exclusively by sensors and yield average location estimation

error 11cm in distances up to 700cm in certain environments.
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Per�lhyh
Oi aisjht re e�nai oi domiko� l�joi gia ti efarmogè pantaqoÔ parìnto upo-logist  kai to kleid� th dhmotikìthta th di�quth nohmosÔnh w energìtomèa èreuna. Oi sÔgqrone arqitektonikè aisjht rwn de diajètoun apl�dunatìthte a�sjhsh, all� epiplèon èqoun epauxhmène ikanìthte epexer-gas�a kai epikoinwn�a kai kur�w, to megejì tou mpore� na e�nai mikrìteroapì autì enì kèrmato. H dunatìthta entopismoÔ jèsh apotele� apa�thshgia thn pleionìthta twn èxupnwn efarmog¸n.Skopì th paroÔsh ergas�a e�nai na parèqoume mia mèjodo entopismoÔjèsh, kataskeuasmènh ¸ste na leitourge� se aisjht re qwr� apa�thshgia Ôparxh exwterik¸n upodom¸n, per�ssiou ulikoÔ   meg�lh katan�lwshpìrwn. Prote�noume entopismì jèsh me thn paragwg  hqhtikoÔ palmoÔ k�jefor� apì ènan kìmbo tou diktÔou, me par�llhlh rÔjmish twn upolo�pwn kìm-bwn ¸ste na akoÔn sto f�sma twn akoustik¸n suqnot twn. 'Oloi oi kìmboioi opo�oi e�nai rujmismènoi na akoÔn, katagr�foun se mia koin , sugqronismè-nh kl�maka th qronik  stigm  th l yh tou  qou kai upolog�zoume to qrìnodi�dosh tou  qou gia kajèna apì autoÔ afair¸nta apì to qrìno l yhto qrìno paragwg  tou. 'Epeita qrhsimopoioÔme ti metr sei gia to qrìnodi�dosh tou  qou gia na par�goume ekt�mhsh th apìstash apo ton kìmbopou ton par gage. H ergas�a ma esti�zei (a) sto sugqronismì rologi¸nuyhl  akribe�a kai (b) ston entopismì  qou gia ekt�mhsh apìstash. Pro-keimènou na efodi�soume tou kìmbou tou diktÔou me sugqronismèna rolìgia,anaptÔxame èna prwtìkollo sugqronismoÔ sto ep�pedo sÔndesh dedomènwn
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to opo�o den eis�gei shmantikì kìsto epikoinwn�a sto sÔsthma. Prokal¸n-ta tautìqronismena diakopè se kìmbou tou diktÔou apodeiknÔoume oti toprwtìkollo sugqronismoÔ exasfal�zei mèso sf�lma sugqronismoÔ 4µs. Ep�-sh parousi�zoume mia teqnik  gia apotelesmatikì entopismì  qou pou denapaite� uperbolikoÔ pìrou kai epitugq�nei entopismì jèsh se èna eÔrosunjhk¸n perib�llonto. SÔmfwna me ta peir�mat� ma o entopismì jèshe�nai dunatì na pragmatopo�hjei apokleistik� me qr sh aisjht rwn, me mè-so sf�lma entopismoÔ 11cm se apost�sei mèqri 700cm se sugkekrimènesunj ke perib�llonto.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the recent years, the field of science named ubiquitous computing

has been gaining importance and therefore the attention of the scientific

community. Ubiquitous computing is a term used to describe applications

that are functioning on a distributed way, on the purpose of facilitating our

every day life. Modern sensor architectures do not merely exhibit sensing

abilities, they also have increased processing and communication capabil-

ities and most importantly, their volume can be smaller than the size of

a coin. Therefore, implementations can be distributed, flexible and more

user-targeted than before, allowing for a variety of applications. Sensors

nowadays can be used to measure all kinds of effects, from pressure and

temperature to acceleration and concentration of chemical combinations in

the surrounding environment. Consequently, wireless sensor networks can

be used in case of monitoring, either indoor for security, health [11] or indus-

trial reasons [28, 14], or outdoor, in cases of inhospitable habitats or envi-

ronmental monitoring [5, 17, 6] allowing the absence of otherwise expensive

infrastructure. Furthermore, smart house applications make extensive use

of wired and wireless sensors [24].

A common place of the vast majority of applications built for wireless

sensor networks is the requirement that sensors comprising the network can
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

calculate their position in space, through a ranging system. This way not

only sensor deployment is easier, since no preconfiguration is required, but

also applications can be more effective, taking advantage of this extra net-

work feature. This applies well in the case of centralized and decentralized

tracking, such as when localizing animal calls in a habitat [29], in structural

health monitoring [13, 4], smart house applications where sensors identify

the location of persons in house and adjust the environment accordingly

so as to save the resident both energy costs and trouble [31] and health

applications, when through the sensor network, care providers may moni-

tor residents’ health and life habits and watch for chronic pathologies [22].

Furthermore, applications such as robot navigation [21] or even emergency

navigation [15, 12, 23], when a target needs to be directed through a re-

gion, may also benefit from the function of a ranging system in the sensor

network.

Our work focuses on localization; however we want to achieve high ac-

curacy without making use of excessive resources. We rule out the use of

extensive external infrastructure that would cost time and money in order

to put into use. Besides that, we want the network nodes to manage local-

ization based on their sensing capabilities, without having to add any extra

sensing equipment that would be either of big size or would cause great en-

ergy consumption. We choose to implement acoustic ranging, as measuring

acoustic sound time of flight is less susceptible to interference than RSSI,

audible sound is omnidirectional and ranging can be implemented with low-

cost hardware that can be embedded on the nodes without posing any extra

demand for power supply.

For the purpose of localization, having to decide between measuring

Differential Time of Arrival (DToA) or just Time of Arrival (ToA) which

requires the nodes to maintain a synchronized clock, we opt to implement

the second. In DToA a node should emit two different kind of signals at
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once, such as an RF and ultrasound or audible sound signal, so that the

RF signal whose speed of transmission is much faster triggers the start of

counting at the listener till the sound signal arrives. This way distance

is calculated based on the speed of the second signal and the time elapsed.

The defect of DToA is twofold: First using local timer’s value in calculations

may cause erroneous measurements from node to node, if any drift exists

between timers and secondly switching into listening for the sound signal

right after listening the RF signal can be quite a demanding task, especially

when the nodes are close to each other and the time available in which the

switch has to be completed is limited. For this reason we choose to apply

synchronization and measure ToA of a sound signal. Since the nodes are

synchronized beforehand, both the node producing the sound and the one

listening to it timestamp it’s beginning in a synchronized timescale. All we

have to do then is translate the sound time of flight into distance, which is

an easy thing to do as the speed of sound is known.

Besides, synchronization is yet another requirement of wireless sensor

network applications, regardless of localization. Maintaining a global timescale

makes it possible to order all the events sensed by a group of sensors in a

common chronological scale, so that monitoring makes sense. For example

when sensors are monitoring sounds in a room, or when sensing the diffu-

sion of a chemical combination, it is important to know which measurement

came first. Moreover, timestamping on a global timescale can be also useful

when sending packets for network security purposes, or even when schedul-

ing events like turning off the antenna for a period of time for energy saving

reasons. The best way to achieve synchronization is through RF message

exchange and given that the cost in resources that communication has over

processing, high accuracy in synchronization is desirable even when the need

for synchronization of high precision is not imperative. With fine-grained

synchronization, resynchronization may take place less often, allowing for
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energy savings.

For the purposes of our work we use Mica2dot [1], the coin-sized Berke-

ley motes that operate on an 8-bit, 3.6MHz AVR processor, communicate

through RF at 915MHz and come with sensor boards equipped with various

sensing modalities, including a microphone. The operating system running

on the sensor motes is CORMOS [32], an event driven runtime environment

for wireless sensor networks. Our contributions are:

⇒ First we design and implement a synchronization protocol, that can

provide all nodes in the wireless sensor network with a common timescale

of high precision. Our objective is to take full advantage of the exact

nature of the sensors, that allows low level (MAC-layer) programming,

and use its features in order to build a synchronization protocol that

guarantees high precision, yet is spare in energy consumption and scal-

able at the same time. Our protocol has the procedure of calculating

transmission delay incorporated into it, in order to eliminate any cali-

bration requirements when devices with different antenna chipsets are

used. Unlike most previous work, we achieve scalability and efficiency

by having timestamped RF messages broadcasted in the network. We

achieve great precision by implementing linear regression on the times-

tamps received by each node. Our protocol has the advantage of com-

bining high precision along with low communication requirements.

⇒ Then we use our synchronization scheme to design a high accuracy lo-

cation sensing protocol, that operates using only off-the-shelf, low-cost

sensors We use sounders of audible frequency 2.4kHz directly attached

to our sensor motes and along with the default microphone of the

sensors we timestamp the beginning of sound emissions at sounder

and listener and use the timestamps to infer distance. Unlike most

techniques proposed so far, all processing is done online by the node.

Therefore there is no need for extra hardware or special infrastructure.
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Our localization scheme is also scalable, since all nodes may produce

or listen to the sound, thus aggregating distances is possible.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

i) In Chapter 2 we describe the design and implementation issues of both

our synchronization and localization protocols.

ii) In Chapter 3 we evaluate the efficiency of our synchronization and

localization scheme based on experimental results.

iii) In Chapter 4 we discuss the limitations of our protocol.

iv) In Chapter 5 we provide the state of art as far as clock synchronization

and localization in sensor networks are concerned.

v) Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize our work and report our conclu-

sions.
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Chapter 2

System Design and

Implementation

2.1 Synchronization protocol design

In this section we present our method to achieve Mica2dot mote synchroniza-

tion. Since synchronization is implemented exclusively through RF message

exchange, we first outline the phases that RF communication comprises of,

we describe the exact steps we take so as to manage temporary synchroniza-

tion and then we go on to analyze how that scheme can be implemented for

permanent synchronization.

2.1.1 MAC-Layer implementation

Since we have chosen to apply synchronization through RF message ex-

change, it is of crucial importance to have a clear view of the stages that

RF communication comprises of and the degree of determinism of time that

it takes each stage to complete as well. As already analyzed in previous

work [9, 18], a single action of message exchange can be decomposed into

the stages shown in Figure 2.1:

i) Send time: It is the time required for the message to be created and

7
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the send request to be issued to the MAC-Layer. The time it takes

this stage to complete is non deterministic. It depends on processor

load and can be as high as hundreds of milliseconds.

ii) Access time: It is the amount of time needed till the sender gets access

to the sending channel and starts transmitting. This stage is non-

deterministic as well. It depends on network load and is in the range

of milliseconds.

iii) Transmission time: It corresponds to the time needed for the sender

to transmit the message. It is in direct dependence upon the antenna

transmission rate and may vary from hundreds of microseconds for a

single byte transmission to hundreds of milliseconds for large messages.

iv) Propagation time: It is the time of flight between the sender’s and

the receiver’s antenna. It depends almost exclusively on the distance

between the antennas and can be calculated, given that the speed of

light is known and equal to 3×108 m/s. For a distance of 135m which

is the best case transmission range for mica2dot motes [1] it is less

than 0.5us.

v) Reception time: The time required for the receiver to receive the mes-

sage. It has similar properties to the transmission time.

vi) Receive time: It is the amount of time needed for the receiver appli-

cation to be notified of the received message.

We choose to bypass the uncertainty that poses the non determinism of

the send time, access time and receive time by developing a protocol that

functions on the MAC-Layer, as close to the transmission phase as possible.

This way we only have to focus on transmission, propagation and recep-

tion delay. Besides, sensor node architectures and especially Mica2Dot’s

architecture and their operating systems favor such an approach.
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S e n d e r

R e c e i v e r
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[ n s e c ]

Figure 2.1: Stages of message delivery delay over RF.

2.1.2 Timestamp formation

We go on into making a more in depth analysis of the actions that take place

in the transmission and the reception phase. To make things simpler, we

consider that the data unit to be sent is the smallest possible (i.e. a byte

in the case of mica2dot) and suppose that the sender and the receiver are

already configured to send and receive correspondingly.

⇒ At the sender, the antenna interface (that would be the serial periph-

eral interface - SPI) after having forwarded the previous byte into the

antenna, raises an interrupt signaling that right after a time delay

equal to the interrupt routine service delay the processor will be ready

to write the next byte to be sent on the interface buffer.

⇒ The byte gets shifted into the antenna at a rate determined by the

antenna transmission rate. At the moment the last bit has been shifted

into the antenna a new interrupt is raised so that the processor may

write on the interface buffer a next byte to be sent.

⇒ Every bit that enters the antenna needs some time in order to get

modulated into electromagnetic waves. The modulation time may vary

in different antenna chipsets and configurations (e.g. when a more

efficient encoding like Manchester encoding is used), yet for the same
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type of antenna chipsets with the same configuration it is quite stable,

only sometime introducing some jitter.

⇒ Modulated bits are propagated and then demodulated at the receiver

side. The receiver’s antenna is shifting demodulated bits into the SPI

register.

⇒ As soon as eight consequent bits have been received and shifted into

the SPI register, an interrupt is raised and the processor, right after an

interrupt routine service delay, collects the received byte and manages

it likewise (probably stores it temporarily in a buffer till the whole

message is received).

⇒ Most times it happens that the receiver receives bytes in a different

alignment than the actual byte alignment in the sender. Therefore the

interrupt at the receiver is not raised at the time the actual byte has

been received, rather than when the byte plus some extra offset bits

(either belonging to the next byte that the sender has sent or being

just noise) have been shifted into the SPI register.

As can be seen in figure 2.2, it is essential for us to measure the exact

transmission delay - in receiver’s local time scale - from the moment that the

last bit of a given byte has been shifted into the sender’s antenna (timestamp

TA), thus causing an interrupt to be raised, to the moment the last bit of the

same byte has been shifted into the SPI register at the receiver (timestamp

TB). The reason is that if d is the aforementioned metric’s value, then TA

and TB − d refer to the exact same moment in absolute time.

For that purpose it is important to get an accurate local timestamp at

the sender as soon as the byte is sent and the interrupt routine is getting

executed and an accurate local timestamp at the receiver at the moment the

actual byte has been received. Consequently, at the receiver side we need to

get a local timestamp within the interrupt routine that will be executed right
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after the full byte has been received and then subtract the time that was

needed for the extra (8 minus offset) bits that have been received because

of the misalignment.

N o d e  A

N o d e  B

T A

R F  I n t e r r u p t
( w r i t e  B y t e  X )

( s e n d e r )

( r e c e i v e r )

T B 2

B y t e  X

O f f s e t

T B

d

R F  I n t e r r u p t
( w r i t e  B y t e  Y )

R F  I n t e r r u p t
( r e a d  b y t e  W )

R F  I n t e r r u p t
( r e a d  b y t e  X )

X 1 X Y8 1W 8

W 8 X 1 X 8 Y 1

Figure 2.2: Transmission and reception timestamping.

The interrupt service delay is in the range of some microseconds and may

vary significantly only if another interrupt routine is being executed at the

time that the SPI interrupt is raised. However, that uncertainty is something

we can handle by capturing multiple timestamps for a succession of bytes

at transmission. Thus, we may estimate the amount of time any byte needs

to be transmitted at the sender (or accordingly at the receiver) by using a

median filter. This way, having available the timestamps of a succession of

bytes transmitted before the byte of interest, we can compensate for any

delay noticed in the execution of the interrupt routine for the exact byte.

2.1.3 Transmission delay

The main idea for transmission delay calculation can be also found in [20]

where NTP is described. Suppose we have two nodes, node A and node B,

they only have to exchange timestamps through a symmetric transaction,

as shown in Figure 2.3.

The timestamps captured, as described in 2.1.2 will have the property
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T

S e n s o r  m o t e  A

S e n s o r  m o t e  B

T

T

T

1 B

1 A

2 B

2 A

Figure 2.3: Round trip time calculation procedure.

that T1A + d and T1B refer to the same moment in absolute time and T2B

and T2A − d refer to the same moment in absolute time as well. They can

therefore be used in order to calculate the transmission delay by means of

the following equation:

d =
(T2A − T1A) − (T2B − T1B)

2
(2.1)

However, this equation is valid only in the special case when the two

local timers are of the exact same frequency, i.e. there exists no skew.

This assumption is rarely true and ignoring the clock skew may introduce

significant error in calculations. Nevertheless, if we know that TA clock ticks

in node A and TB clock ticks in node B correspond to the same absolute

time period, then a more accurate expression of Equation 2.1 can be formed,

by projecting time measured with local timer B to time measured by local

timer A:

d =
(T2A − T1A) − TA

TB
· (T2B − T1B)

2
(2.2)
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2.1.4 Temporary synchronization

Every node in the network at first measures the transmission delay between

itself and a master node which it chooses as a synchronized clock times-

tamps’ provider. At first node A has to realize the symmetric two message

exchange procedure already described in 2.1.3 so that it can measure the

transmission delay d between itself and node B. Once transmission delay

has been measured there is no need to repeat the procedure, as long as the

same node B is used as timestamps’ provider. We have chosen to imple-

ment this procedure and not to hardcode the transmission delay measured

for mica2dot sensors as in the same environment may be deployed a variety

of sensors. This way sensor nodes of different antenna chipsets could also

provide synchronization timestamps as long as they transmit in the same fre-

quency and are properly programmed. Right after that, node B will have to

broadcast synchronization messages that contain synchronized clock times-

tamps. Upon receiving a synchronization timestamp TB , according to what

we have already been mentioned in 2.1.2, TB and TA − d will refer to the

same moment in absolute time. Thus node A can make use of TB in order

to compensate for the offset between the two timers.

As already argued in [8] nodes should not set their clock or discipline

their frequency, rather than let it run in its natural rate. It is an optimal

choice in wireless sensor networks to have every node maintain a virtual

clock, by means of maintaining a set of local and remote timestamps and

have it’s value calculated on demand, whenever a synchronized timestamp

is needed. This way we avoid the continuous calculations needed to have

the local timer periodically fixed, we do not cause any problems in schedul-

ing with the local timer going back and forth because of the adjustments

and most importantly, we manage a higher accuracy in drift compensation.

Conforming to this argument node A does not use the pair of timestamps

TB and TA − d in order to directly adjust its local timer, rather than stores
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this pair of timestamps along with some more and uses it in order to project

is local time to synchronized time by means of linear regression.

2.1.5 Long term synchronization

Mica2dot devices function on an Atemga128L processor. There are four

timers in this processor, two 8-bit timers and two 16-bit timers. The 16-bit

timers and one 8-bit timer can only be clocked synchronously at 3.6 MHz

(3,686,400 Hz) which is the processor clock frequency and provides a timer

tick every 270ns. The other 8-bit timer can either be clocked synchronously

or asynchronously by an external crystal of 32,768 Hz frequency, i.e. a timer

tick corresponds to 30us.

For the purpose of synchronization, we are interested in using a timer

that provides the greatest timing granularity on the one hand, so that our

measurements have the best accuracy possible and, on the other hand, has

either no drift or a drift that is stable in time so that it can be easily

compensated for. As far as the timer granularity is concerned, it seems that

using the processor clock is an optimal solution. In order to evaluate the

drift, however, we had to perform a series of experiments.

Consequently, we simultaneously produce a series of external interrupts

to pairs of motes for a period of time. Every mote, at the moment that the

execution of the interrupt service routine begins, produces two timestamps;

one using the 16-bit timer that is clocked synchronously and another one

using the 8-bit timer that is clocked asynchronously. All the timestamps are

then collected in a computer, through a gateway mote.

At first we use the timestamps in order to compare the drift both between

the synchronous and the asynchronous timers. Supposing that the first

timestamps collected by the motes were used so as to synchronize them,

we calculate the accumulated error in time in both cases. It comes out

that the drift introduced by synchronous timers is up to some milliseconds

per second, whereas the drift introduced by asynchronous timers is in the
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(b) Drift compensated error

Figure 2.4: Accumulated and drift compensated error between syn-

chronous and asynchronous timers.

range of some microseconds per second. Figure 2.4(a) is an example of the

accumulated error calculation in a time period of 1000s.

We next compensate for the drift calculated earlier and check the timing

error anew. Apparently, the synchronous timers seem to be less stable in

time and introduce great changes in drift compared to the asynchronous

ones. That means that the drift compensation is more effective in asyn-

chronous timers. Figure 2.4(b) is the estimated error despite drift compen-

sation, for the same measurements also used in 2.4(a).

Therefore, the optimal choice is a combination of both timers, by using

the asynchronous timer in order to adjust a virtual synchronous timer. This

way the synchronous timer has accuracy determined by the synchronous

timer along with precision determined by the asynchronous timer. Repeat-
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ing the experiments, this time having both motes produce raw synchronous

timer and adjusted synchronous timer timestamps, we get the results shown

in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that the adjusted timer error remains in

the scale of some microseconds for long time periods, thus allowing for the

synchronization to take place less often and saving communication and com-

putational costs.

All metrics used in the current work, including transmission delay, are

measured using the adjusted synchronous timer. So are the timestamps

mentioned in 2.1.4. Every node maintains a set of the four pairs of local and

remote timestamps, i.e. the four pairs of timestamps most recently formed,

and uses linear regression in order to calculate synchronized time st(TA) for

any given local timestamp TA. This way we achieve average synchronization

error equal to 4us for node B broadcasting synchronization messages every

31s.

2.1.6 Network scheme

Our current view of the network consists of a single master node which

periodically broadcasts timestamps that are to be used by the rest of the

sensor motes in order to keep themselves synchronized. This scheme adapts

well in small scale wireless sensor networks, given that the antenna trans-

mission range for mica2dot is about 135m, which means that it is not rare

that all nodes are within range of a master node. Nevertheless the idea for a

multihop implementation exists and is to be implemented in the near future.

2.2 Localization protocol design

Next to building the synchronization implementation, we put it into use, in

order to create an application where sensor nodes use sound emissions in

order to localize themselves in space in an automated way. For simplicity

reasons suppose we have a network of only two synchronized sensor nodes.

The principle idea is having one node produce a sound while the other is
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Figure 2.5: Accumulated and drift compensated error between syn-

chronous and virtual synchronous timers.

sensing the audio frequency spectrum. The node that produces the sound

(sounder) creates a timestamp TS of the moment the sound was produced,

while the other mote (listener) creates a timestamp TL of the moment the

sound was sensed. Given that the two timestamps are in a common syn-

chronized scale, then TL −TS is the sound time-of-flight (ToF), i.e. the time

needed for the sound to travel from the sounder to the listener. The speed of

sound in the air is known to be equal to VS = 344m/s. Therefore, we could

calculate the distance between the two nodes using the following equation:

Dist = VS · (TL − TS) (2.3)
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Timestamp TS can be easily captured and refers to the moment that the

sounder applies high voltage to the general purpose input/output (GPIO)

pin where the buzzer is connected. The most challenging task is to capture

timestamp TL in the listener, so as to to obtain a valid estimation of distance.

The listener, while waiting for the sound, is operating in ADC free run-

ning mode, with the ADC converter continuously converting sound mea-

surements that are captured from the microphone into 10-bit values. Every

time a new measurement is produced, an interrupt is raised. Our purpose

is to be able to recognize the moment that the sound becomes present and

produce a timestamp that refers to the beginning of the execution of the

ADC interrupt handler which provides the first measurement that we have

accepted as indicative of the presence of sound. Given that a new ADC

measurement is produced every 52us (208 processor cycles) the maximum

feasible accuracy is equal to 1.7cm. In order to put this idea into work the

challenge is double:

⇒ The synchronization error should be in any moment less than 32us,

so that we can be sure that the timestamp TL captured will not be

misleading as to which ADC interrupt it refers to, making us lose

1.7cm of accuracy, if not even more. This issue has been successfully

addressed by our synchronization scheme.

⇒ We have to cope with the uncertainties posed by sound creation, prop-

agation and reception. This is the part of the work that we are to

analyze next.

2.2.1 Hardware description

Our objective is the localization implementation to be based on commodity

hardware, i.e. off-the-shelf components that are neither expensive nor diffi-

cult to be found. This choice was made on the basis that cost is an important

factor in deploying ambient intelligence applications. For that purpose, we
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use the default microphone that comes with the mica2dot sensor platform,

which operates in audible sound frequencies from 20Hz to 16kHz. The mi-

crophone is connected to an analog to digital converter that is configured

to have a sampling rate of 17.7 kHz. For the given sampling frequency, ac-

cording to Nyquist theorem the maximum sound frequency we can sample is

8.85 kHz and we definitely need a sound of high enough frequency as sound

peak to peak measurements are the ones that are important to identify the

existence of sound and the higher the frequency the more such measure-

ments are available. The buzzers that we used in order to produce sound

are EMX-7T01SP 1.5V devices, producing a sound of 2.3 KHz frequency.

The buzzer is controlled by the INT0 GPIO pin of the sensor.

2.2.2 Calculating amplitude and period

We want the processing of data in the listener to be done online, at the

moment of capturing them, so as not to waste processing time and exces-

sive memory for storing all ADC values and the corresponding synchronized

timestamps. What we get from the ADC is a series of raw measurements.

In case of a sound pulse in 300cm distance the ADC measurements look

like those given in Figure 2.6. First we need to reconstruct the signal at

the receiver, so that we may know if we have a sound present. Given that

the sounder frequency is 2.3kHz whereas the sampling frequency is 17.7kHz,

it takes 7 to 8 ADC measurements to sample a single period of the sig-

nal. We identify as local maxima LMAX or just peaks of the sound signal

the measurements whose value is greater than four previous measurements

and greater or equal to four following measurements. We also get to keep

the lowest value LMIN between consecutive peaks. This way we are able

to calculate the peak-to-peak amplitude of any existing sound as given by

equation 2.4.

Vp−p = LMAX − LMIN (2.4)
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Figure 2.6: Raw sound measurements.

Moreover, the time elapsed between consecutive peaks can be used in

order to calculate the period of the sound wave that is being sensed. In

figure 2.6 can be seen raw ADC measurements that have been obtained at the

beginning of a sound presence with the buzzer being 300 cm away from the

buzzer. In figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 are depicted the peak-to-peak amplitude

and period of the sound as calculated by the measurements received at the

beginning of a sound pulse, with the listener being 100cm, 300cm and 500cm

away from the buzzer, but in light of sight. In all cases it is apparent the

transition from silence to sound, yet with increasing distance the moment

that the sound begins becomes less prominent.

2.2.3 Average filtering

In order to avoid detecting false sounds in room, i.e. sounds that are caused

by other sources in the room or reflections of the sound that is produced by

the buzzer, we apply two conditions on the measurements received, both of

which have to be satisfied. First, we apply a 16-amplitude simple moving
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(a) Peak-to-peak amplitude
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(c) 16-amplitude simple moving average

Figure 2.7: Sound measurements at 100cm from sounder.

average filter. The average produced by the filter has to surpass a predefined

threshold THRESH-A so that we can safely deduce that the sound received

is of a certain duration and therefore a potential buzzer sound. The value

of THRESH-A may be quite low, since undesired sounds are normally of

small duration and averaging makes them look like noise, whilst in the case

of a room where persistent sounds are present, it is difficult to identify
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(c) 16-amplitude simple moving average

Figure 2.8: Sound measurements at 300cm from sounder.

the buzzer sound anyway. In figures 2.7(b), 2.8(b) and 2.9(b) can be seen

the 16-amplitude moving average value for a sound pulse of 90ms duration,

produced 100cm, 300cm and 500cm away from the listener. Second, we

require that the period of the sound wave received, is in accordance to the

known period of the sound wave produced by the buzzer.
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(c) 16-amplitude simple moving average

Figure 2.9: Sound measurements at 500cm from sounder.

2.2.4 Copying with the uncertainty at the receiver

Predefining a constant threshold THRESH-B and waiting for the peak-to-

peak amplitude of the sound perceived by the listener to surpass it in order

to get a timestamp would be a simple thing to implement, however it is not

a functional choice. The fact is that the same peak-to-peak amplitude value

may correspond to different sound levels, depending on various factors, such
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as:

⇒ The sensor that is being used. Different sensors, even if they are of the

same type and manufacturer, may produce measurements of different

values.

⇒ The mote itself, as variations in reference voltage in ADC converter

may introduce inaccuracies in analog to digital conversion.

⇒ Sound levels are definitely not constant with increasing distance and

maintaining a constant threshold is not functional. Suppose that

sound levels drop with distance, which is the normal thing to sug-

gest, then a constant threshold would identify earlier the sound when

the sounder is near as opposed to when the sounder is more far away.

⇒ The nature of sound. Experiments we have conducted demonstrate

that sound levels do not decrease with distance, as expected, but there

may be anomalies that cause sound levels to increase at some point

with increasing distance and then drop abruptly.

That is why the threshold we use must be relative to the peak-to-peak

amplitude of the sound pulse, as perceived by the listener. Given that

we already maintain the 16 most recent peak-to-peak values and noticing

that the wave front has a duration of no more than eight peak-to-peak

measurements, it is convenient to use the increase between the most recent

measurement and the oldest one of the eight last measurements as a metric.

This metric takes its maximum value INCMAX at the beginning of the sound

pulse. We use INCMAX to define threshold THRESH-B and to be more

exact we set the threshold equal to half INCMAX . As soon as THRESH-B

is surpassed by the sound peak-to-peak amplitude a timestamp has to be

captured. Figure 2.10 depicts the calculation of the threshold in the case of

sound pulse produced at 300cm distance. The reasons that we made such a
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choice for the threshold are quite obvious, having in mind the shape figure

2.10. The maximum 8-point increase is essentially proportionate to the

magnitude of the received pulse, while being calculated at the the forefront

of the pulse makes it a more accurate metric than maximum peak-to-peak

values that may induce errors due to sound reflections. Moreover, we chose a

fraction of the maximum increase as a threshold since we need the threshold

to refer to the part of the graph where the peak-to-peak values are more

sparse so that the chance of choosing the right one be greater.
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Figure 2.10: Sound measurements at 300cm away from sounder with

threshold THRESH-B calculated.

2.2.5 Putting it all together

According to our scheme, the sounder produces a pulse of 90ms duration.

At the same time it captures its own synchronized timestamp at the moment

of raising the pin that will produce the pulse.

At the listener, it is first important to figure out if there exists a sound

pulse and then capture the desired timestamp. The listener, having the RF

interrupts disabled so that no ADC measurements are lost due to RF inter-

rupt service, is actively waiting for the sound by constantly reading micro-

phone measurements. Every time that a new INCMAX value is located, the

32 most recent peak-to-peak measurements and their corresponding times-

tamps are stored in a separate buffer. Should the captured INCMAX cor-
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respond to the beginning of the sound pulse, then with high probability

the peak-to-peak measurement that surpassed threshold THRESH-B can

be located among the 32 most recent peak-to-peak measurements.

The listener is certain to have located a sound pulse when the 16-point

average value is above threshold THRESH-A over a certain period of time,

which we have defined to be equal to 50 peak-to-peak measurements, and

the period of the sound perceived is in accordance to the buzzer’s frequency.

Should this be the case, then the moment that the sound reached the lis-

tener is defined to be the moment that THRESH-B was surpassed right

before INCMAX was calculated. The listeners goes through a backward

procedure calculating the time elapsed since the moment that sound peak-

to-peak measurements became greater than the threshold.

After obtaining the sounder’s and the listener’s timestamps, using an

equation like Equation 2.3 should work well in translating time into distance.

Having in mind though that speed of sound changes with humidity and

temperature, we decided it is be a better choice to fingerprint sound ToF to

distance for the certain conditions prevailing in our lab. Results show that

ToF increases linearly to distance and given any sound ToF measurement

TF , the distance can be obtained making use of Equation 2.5 where distance

DIST is expressed in cm and TL − TS is expressed in units of 52us which

is the duration of an ADC measurement conversion and thus the maximum

achievable granularity. According to this equation sound velocity can be

calculated to be equal to 374.6 m/s, however this value is bound to contain

a slight error as sensors were synchronized with each other but not with an

external timer. One might think that changing the synchronization master

mote might yield additional error in distance calculation. Nevertheless this is

hardly the case, as we have already proved in 2.1.5 that adjusted synchronous

timers have a drift of only microseconds per second. The constant value that

exists in Equation 2.5 and is to be subtracted in order to calculate distance is
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due to the fact that at the listener, the timestamp is not actually captured at

the very beginning of the sound, but at some time later, when sound peak-

to-peak amplitude has surpassed THRESH-B. Measurements have shown

that Equation 2.5 is consistent for all sensor motes and buzzers and was

just needed to be made once and for all. Moreover slight temperature or

humidity changes like the ones expected to happen in an indoor-environment

do not seem to have a noticeable effect.

DIST = 1.948 ∗ (TL − TS) − 61.068 (2.5)

2.3 Implementation issues

Implementing our scheme was not a simple thing to do, given that sensor

motes are resource limited devices. There is no spare memory and most

importantly there is no spare energy to waste. And this was our main

problem. In specific, while building our system we had to encounter the

following challenges:

i) It was not an easy task finding a proper buzzer for the motes. The

buzzer has to be able to operate efficiently in supply voltage of 2.5Volt,

that can be provided by the sensor mote battery. Furthermore, there

exists a limitation to the current it may draw. The INT0 pin can

provide slightly more than 10mA, which is not enough for the sounder

to function appropriately. It is important that the sounder is powered

adequately because if it is not, then at the transient point of start-up

which is crucial because all our measurements are based on what we

regard as the start of sound, it may behave unexpectedly and lead

to erroneous measurements. In order to be sure that the sounder

will function flawlessly, we have made use of a transistor so that the
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buzzer draws current from the VCC pin which can provide current up

to 100mA, every time INT0 is activated.

ii) As is already known, the greatest weakness of sensors is the fact that

their battery life is quite limited. Having ADC on for reading sound

measurements and most importantly activating the buzzer for sound

production is rather power consuming for a sensor mote. Energy issues

are a challenge to be addressed by future researchers anyway. We have

not performed any extensive experiments focusing on how battery life

is affected. However, while developing our system we made extensive

use of programming boards that provide the motes with current and

voltage corresponding to a fully charged battery.



Chapter 3

Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Synchronization protocol evaluation

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our synchronization algorithm, we per-

formed a series of experiments on the synchronized motes. For this purpose,

we made use of two sensor motes; mote A and mote B. Mote A is the

one that periodically, with a period of T seconds, broadcasts the local time

timestamps which mote B uses in order to achieve synchronization. More-

over, we had both motes’ int0 pin connected to a common switch. This way

we were able to periodically, with a period t, produce interrupts to both

motes simultaneously and receive their synchronized timestamps referring

to the moment that the interrupt was perceived. The absolute value that

results by subtracting mote B’s timestamps from mote A’s timestamps is

the synchronization error we are looking for. We performed the experiment

twice, once for T=31s and t=19s and once for T=100s and t=35s. Both ex-

periments had a duration of 90 minutes. The results are depicted in image

3.1(a) and image 3.1(b). In the first case the average error is 5us and the

maximum error is 20us, whilst in the second case the average error is 16us

and the maximum error is 75us.

29
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(a) Synchronization error - 31s resynchronization period
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(b) Synchronization error - 100s resynchronization period

Figure 3.1: Synchronization error.

3.2 Localization protocol evaluation

We go on into evaluating our localization scheme. For that purpose we have

performed a series of experiments that will help us realize the potential and

limits of our implementation.

3.2.1 One-dimensional distance

For the purpose of this experiment, we have implemented our localization

protocol on two motes. Our goal was to realize the scope of our localization

protocol when the sensor motes are in line of sight in a low noise room. We

also used a third mote, acting as a gateway mote in order to collect the mea-

surements in a computer and as synchronization master at the same time.

Relocalization was taking place every 10s. Beginning from real distance of

20cm between the nodes and increasing it by 20cm every time 20 sound
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ToF measurements were obtained, we reached up to the distance of 1000cm.

Then we applied the linear equation (Equation 2.5) given in 2.2 in order

to estimate distance. In Figure 3.2(a) can be seen the median and 95th

percentile of the distance measurements compared to real distance, while

in Figure 3.2(b) is depicted the median error in distance calculation with

regard to real distance.

As can be seen in Figure 3.2(b) the error in distance estimation is limited,

with an average value of 3cm. It is worth noticing that in most cases estima-

tion error falls within the margin of measurement error, given that the mote

size is 2.5cm and its placement was made manually. Variation in distance

estimation is also low, and that is mainly because our implementation does

not allow for it. This does not mean however that long distance measure-

ments are robust, since sound magnitude in long distances is comparable to

noise levels. Apart from long distances, it can be seen that there is signif-

icant error in very small distances. This is because of dynamic threshold

THRESH-B calculation. In small distances threshold THRESH-B cannot

be properly calculated as sound measurements tend to reach the top and

bottom values that the ADC can provide, thus INCMAX gets a maximum

value which is definitely not representative of the sound magnitude. That

is why in small distances, mapping sound ToF to distance cannot be done

with a linear mapping function. We have addressed that problem by using

a special binomial function on small sound ToF measurements to produce

more accurate results in small distance estimation.

3.2.2 Two-dimensional distance

With our next experiment we want to use our localization protocol in order

to infer if a simple two dimensional positioning scheme is possible and to

demonstrate that distance measurements are neither microphone or sensor

dependent. We placed eleven motes in arbitrary positions on the floor on a

5 × 5m2 square room, while two of them were equipped with a buzzer, i.e.
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Figure 3.2: Localization in one dimension.

node0 and node1. In Figure 3.3 is depicted with squares the exact placement

of motes in the room. We programmed node0 and node1 to produce a sound
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pulse in turn once every 20s for a total period of 10min. Every time a sounder

produces a sound all other motes timestamp the sound arrival and forward

their timestamps to the gateway mote. Based on the measurements received

in each round, we calculate each mote’s distance from the each sounder

respectively. The dots in Figure 3.3 depict the placement of motes as was

estimated using the median distance from nodeA and nodeB calculated for

each sensor. The median localization error is 8cm whilst the maximum

localization error is 36cm and corresponds to the error in localizing node 5.
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Figure 3.3: Localization in two dimensions.

3.2.3 Moving reference point

In case we need to measure distances greater than 5m, the solution is having

more sensors produce sound and therefore act as reference points. This

way distances can be aggregated. In order to demonstrate that, we have

performed the following experiment: We have placed three motes (node0,

node1 and node2) producing sound in 5m distance from each other. Among

those motes we have placed more motes, that do not have to be equipped
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with buzzers. We had the motes that are equipped with buzzers successively

produce sound pulses and calculated distances in the sensor network. We

have let the localization protocol run for 5 minutes powered up exclusively

by batteries. In Figure 3.4 are given in horizontal line 1 the actual placement

of motes, while in line 2 is given the estimated placement of motes, having

kept for each mote only the distance from the closest reference point. What

we should get to realize out of this experiment is that information given by

more than one reference points can be used, with some increase in error,

to localize motes in long distance, since doing that with one hop acoustic

ranging would be impossible.
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Figure 3.4: Moving reference point.

3.2.4 Tracking motion

Finally, we examine how our scheme can be used to track motion in indoor

environments. We denote sensors 0 and 1 as reference points and place them

at the corners of a 5 × 5m2 square room. We then tie a mote a thread and

move it at a speed of 1cm/s on a straight track parallel to the line defined
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by the two emitters and 3.05m away from it. Figure 3.5 shows how the

reference sensors perceive this motion using the localization scheme. It can

be seen that the estimated track diverges on average 8cm and at most 11cm

from the real track.
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Figure 3.5: Tracking motion.
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Chapter 4

Limitations and Discussion

In this section we discuss various aspects of our protocol, that we consider

important.

4.1 Discussion on synchronization

4.1.1 Scaling with the number of motes

There should be no problem for the protocol regardless of the number of

motes comprising the network. The only part of the protocol that could pose

a bottleneck is having the motes estimate their transmission delay. However,

this procedure entails only one round message exchange. Therefore, if there

are collisions, there are back-off mechanisms to ensure that there will be no

essential problem. Apart from that, the fact that synchronized timestamps

are flooded into the network, makes our protocol extremely scalable with

the number of nodes, since the number of synchronized messages remains

constant regardless of the mote population.

4.1.2 Scaling with distance

In our protocol, there was no imperative need for multi-hop synchronization,

since RF transmission range is many times greater than the maximum audi-

ble sound localization range. Nevertheless, the idea about how the scheme
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should be adapted to include multi-hop synhronization already exists. In

that case, similarly to the current protocol, we can have a primary master

node periodically broadcasting synchronized timestamps every Tactive sec-

onds. Every node that gets synchronized begins broadcasting its own syn-

chronized timestamps every Tpassive seconds, with Tpassive being an order

of magnitude greater than Tactive. Unsynchronized nodes, upon receiving

their first synchronization message, they address to the sender of the mes-

sage in order to measure the transmission delay to that mote and thus be

able to make use of the synchronization messages it broadcasts in order

to get themselves synchronized as well. Synchronized motes that become

secondary masters this way, turn their broadcasting period equal to Tactive

seconds, i.e. equal to the primary master’s period.

4.2 Discussion on localization

4.2.1 Scaling with the number of motes

There appears to be an issue in localization concerning the number of motes.

The number of localization messages produced is in direct dependence on

the number of motes. The greater the number of motes, the greater the

interval between relocalization phases has to be, so as to guarantee that

there will be no packet collisions while forwarding the measurements to the

gateway mote. That entails that relocalization takes place less often and

node movements are more difficult to be traced in time.

4.2.2 Scaling with distance

As already discussed in 3.2, in even in distances greater than 1000cm local-

ization is possible to produce distance measurements, and even though they

are not accurate, they approximate the real distance. The range of localiza-

tion is not constant for all environments, rather depends on other parameters

as well, such as existence of obstacles or noise in room. In great distances

we expect the motes not to produce any measurements at all. That is what
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they would definitely do in case of lack of noise. However, since noise is

rarely absent, there might be cases when measurements are produced when

motes mistakenly sense a sound similar to the buzzer sound. In that case,

it is the work of the location-graph building program, which is running in

the remote computer, to filter out those inconsistent measurements.

4.2.3 3D localization and line of sight

The way that existing obstacles between sensors influence the measurements

is not yet examined thoroughly. We should perform more experiments on

that. Quite certainly though, the type of obstacle is a major factor in the

scale to which the measurements will be affected. Examining how sound is

perceived when the sensors are not in line of sight is the most important

step towards 3D localization.

4.2.4 Noise

Noise is always a negative factor. Besides, the frequency range of the mi-

crophone is wide and there are many sound sources that can produce noise.

In the best case, when loud noise is present along with our sound pulse, the

sound pulse will be discarded since it will not fulfill the periodicity require-

ments. In the worst case, a timestamp will be produced, and the remote

program will have to filter it out if it is inconsistent.

4.2.5 Monitoring moving motes

Localization of moving nodes can be done with high accuracy. Nevertheless,

as stated in 4.2.1 the greater the number of the moving nodes the greater

the interval between successive relocalization phases. If nodes move at a

high speed, there might be a possibility that the localization system will not

be quick enough to capture the nodes’ movements.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

5.1 Previous work on synchronization

Time synchronization is an important feature of wireless sensor networks

and many protocols have been proposed so far. It is important to maintain

synchronized clocks when collecting data, so that they can be merged and

processed appropriately. Other applications like reliable communication or

localization require synchronized timestamping in order to work properly.

Moreover, synchronized clocks may be used for energy saving purposes, so

that motes enter power saving mode and then return to normal operation

at a scheduled time. Most synchronization techniques proposed so far vary

both in terms of achievable accuracy and resource consumption.

NTP [20] is the most important network synchronization protocol so far

and can provide synchronization accuracy of some milliseconds. In NTP

every node synchronizes itself with a master, through a two way message

exchange procedure. NTP, however, is not an adequate protocol for sensor

networks as it is meant to function in cases where the communication path

is not symmetric. It applies well for example in wired computer networks

where exist many stochastic factors that affect one way transmission delay.

This is not the case in wireless sensor networks, where synchronization takes
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place between neighboring nodes. Nevertheless, the basic principle of NTP,

which is the way to estimate transmission delay using a two way timestamp

exchange procedure is a principle that all protocols adopt, either explicitly

by incorporating it into the protocol, or implicitly, in the case where the pro-

tocol is proposed for a specific device type and the calculated transmission

delay is hardcoded.

Another important protocol that has been proposed is Reference Broad-

casting Synchronization technique [7]. In RBS a node transmits a signal and

the rest of the nodes use that signal as a time reference. They record their

local time at the moment of receiving the reference and thus they estimate

their time offset with each other. The most prominent advantage of this

approach is that it eliminates all non deterministic procedures at the trans-

mitters side, even though it does not manage to do the same with receiver

side processing delays. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the

reference sender does not get synchronized along with the rest of the motes

and therefore resynchronization needs to take place with another mote being

the reference sender, thus resulting in an increase in wireless network load.

Time synchronization Protocol for Sensor Networks [9] is another pro-

tocol according to which a sensor mote acting as root synchronizes the rest

of the network nodes that are organized into a spanning tree formulation.

This protocol demands that each synchronization act between pairs of nodes

comprises of a round message exchange during which both the propagation

delay and the relative offset of the two clocks are estimated. The main ad-

vantage of TPSN is that timestamping takes place at the MAC-Layer, thus

eliminating some of the greatest non deterministic delays in message trans-

mission that should otherwise be accounted for. It’s main disadvantage is

that it requires that every node in each synchronization phase performs the

two message exchange thus resulting to 2 ·N messages needed for a network

of N nodes. Moreover, it does not provide a mechanism to compensate for
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the clock drift of nodes.

Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol [18] achieves a higher accuracy

than the rest of the protocols due to the fact that it operates at MAC-Layer

and eliminating unknown delays by means of calibration through multi-

ple timestamping. FTSP uses flooding in order to diffuse synchronized

timestamps into the network, thus reducing greatly the wireless network

load caused by synchronization. Average synchronization error in Mica2dot

nodes where FTSP is implemented is equal to 4us, while maximum syn-

chronization error is 12us. FTSP makes use of linear regression in order to

compensate for the drift in between resynchronization periods. The main

shortcoming of this protocol is that it is hardware dependent, i.e. the trans-

mission delay time is not estimated dynamically by the protocol, thus requir-

ing calibration on the hardware actually used in the deployment. Moreover,

the fact that all motes after becoming synchronized start beaconing synchro-

nized timestamps contradicts the stringent energy consumption constraints.

Delay Measurement Time Synchronization protocol [25] is quite similar

to FTSP with the difference that as timing source is used the 32kHz crystal,

providing a lesser precision yet a simpler synchronization scheme, which can

be implemented in cases where the need for accuracy in synchronization is

not imperative. However, DMTS cannot be used in cases where there is

a need for high accuracy so that applications may function correctly. One

such example is our localization application, where timestamping the arrival

of sound has to be of higher accuracy than the one provided by DMTS.

5.2 Previous work on localization

Localization is also an issue that has concerned many researchers so far.

There have been proposed various approaches each of which addresses the

requirement for localization from a different point of view. For example there

is the well-known GPS for outdoor localization, Cricket [26] and AHLoS [27]
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that both measure TDoA between RF and ultrasound signals, RIPS[19] and

RADAR [3] that use received RF signal properties in order to infer distance.

None of these however uses acoustic sound and ToA measurement over a

synchronized wireless sensor network. In fact most previous work is based

on devices more powerful than sensors, like PDAs or even sensors connected

to desktops.

Girod et al. in [10] claim that the resources of Mica motes are not enough

for sound detection implemented in software and have them connected to

PDAs. The idea is to have PDAs equipped with motes placed in a room

localize themselves and form a coordinate system that can be used later on

in order to localize mere motes that will be moving in room and produce

sound pulses. PDAs and motes are all synchronized in a global timescale

using RBS with each node broadcasting a synchronization packet every 10s.

The motes act as sounders and the PDAs as listeners. Acousting ranging

is performed by having a mote produce a sound pulse and the PDAs that

detect the sound send the corresponding sound time series over 802.11 to

the PDA that is connected to the mote that produced the sound. Sound

time series are correlated using a sliding correlator and looking for the point

of maximum correlation. This way the start of sound can be located in time

and the distance be calculated. In experiments performed in a lab room

800 × 1000cm2 wide, the average error in localization is 11.5cm.

Azimi-Sadjadi et al. in [2] have designed a new sensor board using FPGA

chip in order to use it in a similar way like PDAs were used in [10]. They had

wireless sensor motes connected to FPGA and formed an enhanced sensor

unit. The FPGA is equipped with five acoustic channels and an analog

to digital converter. Wireless sensors are incorporated into the new sensor

solely to provide RF communication and time synchronization. The protocol

used for synchronization is FTSP. Whenever a sound is detected in room,

the hardware requires a synchronized timestamp by the connected mote and
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then sends this timestamp along with the acoustic time series concerning the

sound to a base station. In the base station, acoustic time series regarding

the detected sound are cross-correlated and the distance from the sound

source is calculated through an algorithm that makes use of TDoA. The

error in localization is up to 50cm for distances up to 20m from the boards.

Lopes et al. in [16] also have developed a system using PDAs and acous-

tic sensors. The PDAs are to produce sound pulses that will be sensed by

sensors and thus the position of PDAs in room will be located. The sen-

sors are not wireless though. They are wired and connected to desktops,

that maintain a synchronized clock. Synchronization with the PDA is tem-

porarily achieved by sending an RF signal that is to notify each PDA to

produce a sound and the sensors to listen for the sound. Then TDoA is

measured and translated into distance. In their testbed they used 6 sensors

in a 23 × 9m2 room and used the measurements of the 3 sensors that were

closer to the sound. They manage median error of localization from 5cm to

74cm depending on the position in room.

In Kalamari [30] synchronization and acoustic sound were used in order

to infer distance. However in that case sound was sensed with the use of

special tone detector hardware. However, the error in their results reaches

up to 30cm. Moreover, calibration is required for the system to function

adequately.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future

Work

In this work, we have suggested two schemes; a scheme on synchronization

and another one for localization in sensor motes.

Our synchronization protocol was developed on Mica2dot Berkeley motes

using CORMOS, an event driven operating system. Nevertheless it could be

adapted to function on any sensor architecture. Our scheme comprises of two

phases. Every node at first makes a round message exchange with the node

from whom the synchronization messages are to be received. Right after

that, synchronization takes place by flooding the sensor network periodically

with synchronization messages. This way, we have managed synchronization

precision of a median of less than 4us, with 30s resynchronization period.

The results are satisfactory compared to other previous work both in terms of

precision and communication overhead, since synchronized timestamps are

broadcasted by a synchronization master. Moreover, we have introduced

an external mechanism for testing synchronization precision, i.e. causing

simultaneously interrupts to synchronized motes and then comparing the

synchronized timestamps produced.

Our synchronization protocol achieves high synchronization precision
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without posing great demand on sensor resources. It is more appropri-

ate for short ranges, when all motes are within range of the synchronizing

master and has proved to work well with our localization scheme. Besides,

the latter fact suggests two things: On the one hand it guarantees that the

synchronization scheme does well in terms of resource consumption and, on

the other, it validates the synchronization precision that we have claimed to

manage. So far we have not built a robust protocol for multihop environ-

ments, yet that is a step to be made soon.

Our localization scheme shows that localization can be made with low-

cost, off-the-shelf devices and yet be quite precise. Using the Berkeley

Mica2dot motes plus the default microphone that already exits on the sen-

sor platform and cheap simple audible sound buzzers we were able to lo-

cate nodes in distance up to 1000cm, depending on surrounding noise. The

average error in localization precision is 11cm for distances up to 700cm.

However, our approach does not require either calibration or any special in-

frastructure. Furthermore, our method requires a single sounder and micro-

phone per node, resulting in better energy efficiency compared to methods

that require multiple sounders and microphones per node.

Finally, we believe that the main issue remaining for future work is

to examine our scheme in more demanding environments, such as in the

presence of obstacles between nodes, intense noise in room, temperature

and humidity variations and outdoor environments.
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